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munists are, each within their group, inciting the other to
acts of violence . . . and trembling at the thought of what
will happen to them if the other fellows win. Over the
whole of this country spreads the mighty unease, the Right
trembling and arming itself against a Left that trembles at
the thought of what the Right is preparing against it ...
and yelling that all the Right must be put against a wall.
In Spain a lately oppressed Left enacts reprisals against a
fallen Right ... in a panic at the thought of what the
Right will do to it if they are not now exterminated and get
back into power. Italy is engaged in murdering the inhabi-
tants of a country to its South. In Japan—at this moment—
having learned the Wisdom of the West in the Yoshiwara,
Authority is being murdered by the upholders of Authority
. . . because Authority has shown reluctance to murder
the inhabitants of a country to her South. , . . And we
are all starving, and careworn . . . and getting ready for
our graves. This is no exaggeration. These colours are by
no means overcharged. You can read all about it in the
papers. . . . If you can tear yourself away from the Sports
pages.
§
Is it worth while? Are the adjectives of execration that I have
lavished on the politicians at Geneva not deserved? * . . I
selected the politicians at Geneva—which you thought a
digression—because I am precluded from criticizing the
politicians of this country or of France or of any other
country whose hospitality I am likely—at a moderate rate—
to enjoy . . . which means to say all the countries of our
Great Route except those of my own country. And I am
not going to bang the politicians of my own country all
by themselves, for they are certainly not more venal pimps
and prostitutes than any of the other gentlemen. So it
seemed expedient to find a band of politicians of all colours
and countries playing their parts in Switzerland, a neutral
country outside the Great Route—and one that I shall never
willingly visit again.
Is it then worth while? Or good enough? Those fellows

